Correspondence

Craig:
Bill Black has been elected pres. of PTC and he wanted me to tell you that he regrets that he has attended so few Mid-Atlantic meetings. We’re just right proud of Bill and hope you don’t hold it against us for “stealing” him. He is a worker.

Saw quite a few Mid-Atl’s. at Virginia. Frances and I went down to get our attitudes adjusted, to see people, and to enjoy the fellowship and the banquet.

Next week, 3-5, we have to be in State College, Pa. for the Nursery Marketing Advisory Council, (I’m secretary). Then get ready for New Orleans.

Fred Graw

Editor’s Note:
Congratulations Bill, from the whole mid Mid-Atlantic Association.
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Bogus OSHA inspectors beware! The U.S. Department of Labor alerted employers to persons posing as OSHA inspectors. OSHA boss, John H. Stender, described several con games used by the phony inspectors. “Some will demand on-the-spot payment of penalties for conditions they claim violate OSHA rules,” he said. “Others will point out so-called violations and suggest they can be corrected by a particular tool, machine or piece of equipment. These usually are followed a day or so later by an accomplice who offers to sell the employer the recommended items.” OSHA inspectors carry special Labor Department credentials and if employers doubt the authenticity of an inspector, the identification number and inspector’s name can quickly be verified by telephoning his home office.